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Abstract: A quick self-locking thread coupling connector interface with an inner contact inside the insulator. The insulator inside the outer contact, the coupling nut has at least one convex tooth and a first protruding part on the inner side, the elastic claw has slots corresponding to the convex teeth, a second protruding part and thread are provided on the outer side and the inner side of the elastic claw. The outer contact and the cable connector body are connected fixedly, the elastic claw surrounds rotatably outside the outer contact and is limited axially at the left end by the outer contact. The push nut surrounds the cable connector body and is limited axially, the elastic component is located between the elastic claw, the push nut, and props against the elastic claw and the push nut. The coupling nut surrounds the elastic claw and is connected fixedly with the push nut.
Quick Self-locking Thread Coupling Interface Connector Mechanism

Field of Technology
The present invention relates to the field of cable connection, especially to the field of coaxial cable connection, in particular to a quick self-locking thread coupling interface connector mechanism, which can apply to various common connector types, such as SMA, TNC, and N etc.

Description of Related Arts
In current telecommunication markets, thread-coupling mechanism is so quite popular and used to lots of applications, for example, to connect two coaxial cables, a male connector and a female connector are connected to a coaxial cable respectively, and then the thread connecting end of the female connector is connected threadedly with the thread connecting end of the male connector.

The thread-coupling mechanism distinguishes itself from its high mechanical strength, high durability, and high reliability. Meanwhile, its disadvantages are also quite obvious. One must take certain time to make a good connection to happen, for it is too much trouble to match the threads of the male and female connectors, which must take a certain amount of time to align, after matching the threads of the male and female connectors, the male and female connectors can be rotated to be tightened, otherwise, it is not easy for the male and female connectors to be screwed on or causes damage to their threads, moreover it usually have to rotate for several circles to tighten the threads of the male and female connectors, so as to achieve a stable connection, thus the installation and removal both are very cumbersome, and not convenient to use; furthermore, in some occasion where space is quite limited, for it must take a certain amount of time to match the threads of the male and female connectors and have to rotate for several circles to tighten them, the installation and the removal both are very cumbersome, thus it is not convenient to use thread coupling connectors.

To address the above issues, a SNAP-N interface has been developed in the market, but it requires a special female connector to achieve the connection, and because it adopts the positioning of clamping jaws entering into slots and the N-type contact end positioning, the positioning belongs to the secondary over positioning, at the same time, it loses the characteristics of high reliability and high tightness of the thread connection due to the cancelation of the thread of the male connector, thus the characteristics of high-frequency performance and reliability of the connector decrease slightly. Meanwhile it requires a special
female connector to achieve the connection, making its application scope small, its promotion more difficult, and its use cost increased.

Therefore, there is a need to provide a connector mechanism, which maintains the merits of the traditional coupling mechanism, applies to the thread connecting ends of the existing female connectors, and has the characteristics of connecting quickly and easily, broad application scope, easy promotion and low use cost.

**Summary of the Invention**

Aspects of the present invention generally pertain to a quick self-locking thread coupling interface connector mechanism, which is designed skillfully, has a concise structure, maintains the merits of the traditional coupling mechanism, applies to the thread connecting ends of the existing female connectors, and has the characteristics of connecting quickly and easily, broad application scope, easy to promote and low use cost, therefore the present invention is suitable for large-scale popularization.

In order to realize the above aims, in a first aspect of the present invention, a quick self-locking thread coupling interface connector mechanism is provided, and comprises an inner contact, an insulator and an outer contact, the inner contact is inside the insulator, the insulator is inside the outer contact, the quick self-locking thread coupling interface connector mechanism further comprises an elastic claw, a cable connector body, an elastic component, a coupling nut and a push nut, the coupling nut has at least one convex tooth and a first protruding part on the inner side, the elastic claw has declining slots whose number is same to that of the convex teeth, a second protruding part and thread are provided on the outer side and the inner side of the elastic claw respectively, the outer contact and the cable connector body are connected fixedly, the elastic claw surrounds rotatably outside the outer contact and is limited axially at the left end by the outer contact, the push nut surrounds outside the cable connector body and is limited axially at the right end by the cable connector body, the elastic component is located between the elastic claw and the push nut and props against the elastic claw and the push nut respectively, the coupling nut surrounds outside the elastic claw and is connected fixedly with the push nut, the convex teeth are within the declining slots respectively, and the second protruding part is located at the left side of the first protruding part.

In a further aspect, the elastic component is a spring.

In a further aspect, the outer contact and the cable connector body are connected in interference press-fit connection.

In a further aspect, the coupling nut and the push nut are connected in interference press-fit
connection.

In a further aspect, the elastic claw props against the coupling nut.

In a further aspect, the number of the convex teeth is 6, the number of the declining slots is 6, or the number of the convex teeth is 10, and the number of the declining slots is 10. For SMA, preferably, the number of the convex teeth is 6, and the number of the declining slots is 6; for N and TNC, preferably, the number of the convex teeth is 10, and the number of the declining slots is 10.

In a further aspect, the elastic claw comprises a base and several spring fingers extending from the base, the declining slots are located between two of the spring fingers respectively, the second protruding part and the thread are provided on the outer side and the inner side of the spring fingers respectively, the base surrounds rotatably outside the outer contact and is limited axially at the left end by the outer contact, the elastic component is located between the base and the push nut and props against the base and the push nut respectively.

The beneficial effects of the present invention are as follows: the quick self-locking thread coupling interface connector mechanism of the present invention comprises an inner contact, an insulator, an outer contact, an elastic claw, a cable connector body, an elastic component, a coupling nut and a push nut, the inner contact is inside the insulator, the insulator is inside the outer contact, the coupling nut has at least one convex tooth and a first protruding part on the inner side, the elastic claw has declining slots whose number is same to that of the convex teeth, a second protruding part and thread are provided on the outer side and the inner side of the elastic claw respectively, the outer contact and the cable connector body are connected fixedly, the elastic claw surrounds rotatably outside the outer contact and is limited axially at the left end by the outer contact, the push nut surrounds outside the cable connector body and is limited axially at the right end by the cable connector body, the elastic component is located between the elastic claw and the push nut and props against the elastic claw and the push nut respectively, the coupling nut surrounds outside the elastic claw and is connected fixedly with the push nut, the convex teeth are within the declining slots respectively, and the second protruding part is located at the left side of the first protruding part, thus when the connecting end having thread of the female connector is inserted into the elastic claw until it props against the inner contact, the insulator and the outer contact, the push nut is pushed towards the left direction (to the direction of the female connector), so as to compress the elastic component, and push the coupling nut at the same time, by the convex teeth acting on the declining slots, the elastic claw is rotated, and the first protruding part of the coupling nut is forced to pass over and compress tightly the second protruding part on the outer side of the elastic claw to be self-locking, to make the elastic
claw close to the outer thread of the connecting end gradually, until the mating point of the threads of the elastic claw and the connecting end is found and they are engaged completely, then the coupling nut is rotated, to rotate the elastic claw by the convex teeth on the inner side of the coupling nut acting on the declining slots, so as to rotate the elastic claw tightly on the female connector, and it only needs less than semicircle, for example about 1/4 circle, to rotate the elastic claw tightly on the female connector, during this process, the first protruding part of the coupling nut passes over the second protruding part on the outer side of the elastic claw, for the elastic claw expands to return to its original position, the second protruding part is higher than the first protruding part, so that the coupling nut having the first protruding part is limited at the left side of the elastic claw and can not move to the right direction, so as to achieve the aims of compressing tightly, being self-locking, shockproof and preventing loose. When disassembled, the coupling nut is pulled to the left direction, so that the first protruding part presses down and passes over the second protruding part, the elastic claw expands to return to its original position to open, therefore the elastic claw releases and unlocks the thread on the connecting end of the female connector, at the same time the coupling nut is rotated reversely the corresponding circle number, for example about 1/4 circle, then moved to the right direction to return to its original position by the elastic force of the elastic component, thus the male and female connectors can be separated, so the present invention is designed skillfully, has a concise structure, maintains the merits of the traditional coupling mechanism, applies to the thread connecting ends of the existing female connectors, and has the characteristics of connecting quickly and easily, broad application scope, easy to promote and low use cost, therefore the present invention is suitable for large-scale popularization.

**Brief Description of the Drawings**

Fig.1 is a schematic partial cutaway view of the front view of one embodiment of the present invention.

Fig.2 is a schematic three-dimensional view of the elastic claw of the embodiment shown in Fig.1.

Fig.3 is a schematic three-dimensional view of the coupling nut of the embodiment shown in Fig.1.

Fig.4 is a schematic assembling view of the three-dimensional view of the embodiment shown in Fig.1.

Fig.5 is a schematic partial cutaway view of the front view of the embodiment shown in Fig.1 and the connecting end of the female connector before connected.
Fig. 6 is a schematic partial cutaway view of the front view of the embodiment shown in Fig. 1 and the connecting end of the female connector after connected.

**Detailed Description of the Preferred Embodiment**

In order to understand the technical content of the present invention clearly, the present invention is further exemplified by reference to the following examples. Wherein the same component adopts the same reference sign.

Please refer to Fig. 1-4, the quick self-locking thread coupling interface connector mechanism of the present invention comprises an inner contact 1, an insulator 2, an outer contact 3, an elastic claw 4, a cable connector body 5, an elastic component 6, a coupling nut 7 and a push nut 8, the inner contact 1 is inside the insulator 2, the insulator 2 is inside the outer contact 3, the coupling nut 7 has at least one convex tooth 71 and a first protruding part 72 on the inner side, the elastic claw 4 has declining slots 41 whose number is same to that of the convex teeth 71, a second protruding part 42 and thread 43 are provided on the outer side and the inner side of the elastic claw 4 respectively, the outer contact 3 and the cable connector body 5 are connected fixedly, the elastic claw 4 surrounds rotatably outside the outer contact 3 and is limited axially at the left end by the outer contact 3, the push nut 8 surrounds outside the cable connector body 5 and is limited axially at the right end by the cable connector body 5, the elastic component 6 is located between the elastic claw 4 and the push nut 8 and props against the elastic claw 4 and the push nut 8 respectively, the coupling nut 7 surrounds outside the elastic claw 4 and is connected fixedly with the push nut 8, the convex teeth 71 are within the declining slots 41 respectively, and the second protruding part 42 is located at the left side of the first protruding part 72.

The elastic component 6 can adopt any suitable elastic component, please refer to Fig.1 and Fig.4, in one embodiment of the present invention, the elastic component 6 is a spring. And in order to operate more smoothly, washers 9 are provided at both ends of the spring respectively.

The outer contact 3 and the cable connector body 5 can be connected in any suitable manner, please refer to Fig.1, in one embodiment of the present invention, the outer contact 3 and the cable connector body 5 are connected in interference press-fit connection.

The coupling nut 7 and the push nut 8 can be connected in any suitable manner, please refer to Fig. 1, in one embodiment of the present invention, the coupling nut 7 and the push nut 8 are connected in interference press-fit connection.

The elastic claw 4 can prop against the coupling nut 7, and also can not prop against the coupling nut 7, please refer to Fig.1, in one embodiment of the present invention, the elastic claw 4 props against the coupling nut 7.
The numbers of the convex teeth 71 and the declining slots 41 can be determined according to the requirement, please refer to Fig.2-3, in one embodiment of the present invention, the number of the convex teeth 71 is 6, the number of the declining slots 41 is 6. This is relatively suitable for the SMA interface, for N and TNC interfaces, preferably, the number of the convex teeth 71 is 10, and the number of the declining slots 41 is 10.

The elastic claw 4 can have any suitable structure, and must be made with high-performance elastic materials such as beryllium copper and high-performance spring steel, stainless steel and so on. Please refer to Fig.1, 3 and 4 for the detailed structure, in one embodiment of the present invention, the elastic claw 4 comprises a base 44 and several spring fingers 45 extending from the base 44, the declining slots 41 are located between two of the spring fingers 45 respectively, the second protruding part 42 and the thread 43 are provided on the outer side and the inner side of the spring fingers 45 respectively, the base 44 surrounds rotatably outside the outer contact 3 and is limited axially at the left end by the outer contact 3, the elastic component 6 is located between the base 44 and the push nut 8 and props against the base 44 and the push nut 8 respectively. In particular, the spring fingers 45 prop against the coupling nut 7.

In order to ensure that the connection reaches the waterproof grade IP68, please refer to Fig.1 and 4, in one embodiment of the present invention, the waterproof gasket 10 meeting the SMA standard is retained on the outer contact 3. The waterproof gasket 10 surrounds around the outer side of the left end of the outer contact 3, and is located inside the elastic claw 4.

When used, one coaxial cable (not shown) is inserted into and connected with the cable connector body 5 of the quick self-locking thread coupling interface connector mechanism of the present invention, the inner conductor of the coaxial cable contacts the inner contact 1 of the quick self-locking thread coupling interface connector mechanism of the present invention, the outer conductor of the coaxial cable contacts the cable connector body 5 of the quick self-locking thread coupling interface connector mechanism of the present invention. Please refer to Fig.5, when the present invention is connected with the connecting end 12 with thread of the female connector 11 that another coaxial cable is inserted into and connected with, the elastic claw 4 is in the open state at this time, the connecting end 12 with thread of the female connector 11 is inserted into the elastic claw 4, at this time, the inner conductor 13 of the female connector 11 contacts the inner contact 1, the outer conductor 14 of the female connector 11 surrounds around the outer contact 3 and its end props against the outer contact 3 through the waterproof gasket 10, a gap less than 0.25mm regulated by the SMA is existed between the insulating layer 15 of the female connector 11 between the inner conductor 13 and the outer conductor 14 and the insulator
2, the push nut 8 is pushed towards the left direction (to the direction of the female connector 11), so as to compress the spring, and push the coupling nut 7 at the same time, by the convex teeth 71 acting on the declining slots 41, the elastic claw 4 is rotated, and the first protruding part 72 of the coupling nut 7 is forced to pass over and compress tightly the second protruding part 42 on the outer side of the elastic claw 4 to be self-locking, to make the elastic claw 4 close to the outer thread of the connecting end 12 gradually, until the mating point of the thread 43 of the elastic claw 4 and the outer thread of the connecting end 12 is found and they are engaged completely, during this process, the vertex of the first protruding part 72 on the inner side of the coupling nut 7 moves from the right side of the vertex of the second protruding part 42 on the outer side of the elastic claw 4 to the left side of the vertex of the second protruding part 42 on the outer side of the elastic claw 4, for the elastic claw 4 expands to return to its original position, the second protruding part 42 is higher than the first protruding part 72, so that the coupling nut 7 having the first protruding part 72 is limited at the left side of the elastic claw 4 and can not move to the right direction, so as to achieve the aims of compressing tightly, being self-locking, shockproof and preventing loose. Then the coupling nut 7 is rotated, to rotate the elastic claw 4 by the six convex teeth 71 on the inner side of the coupling nut 7 acting on the declining slots 41, so as to rotate the elastic claw 4 tightly on the female connector 11, and it only needs less than semicircle, for example about 1/4 circle, finally, as shown in Fig.6, wherein the elastic claw 4 is in the close state. When disassembled, the coupling nut 7 is pulled to the left direction, so that the first protruding part 72 presses down and passes over the second protruding part 42, the elastic claw 4 expands to return to its original position to open, therefore the elastic claw 4 releases and unlocks the thread on the connecting end 12 of the female connector 11, at the same time the coupling nut 7 is rotated reversely the corresponding circle number, for example about 1/4 circle, then moved to the right direction to return to its original position by the elastic force of the spring, thus the present invention and the female connector 11 can be separated, the elastic claw 4 is in the open state again. For the existing standard thread-coupling connection, it would take a lot of time in the beginning mating, and need rotating 4-5 circles to achieve stable connection, therefore the installation and the removal both are very cumbersome.

The quick self-locking thread coupling interface connector mechanism of the present invention addresses the issues existed in the existing thread coupling mechanism while maintains the merits of traditional coupling mechanism, can quick mate with the standard female connector; the quick self-locking thread coupling interface connector mechanism of the present invention has the elastic claw 4 which has standard thread, the coupling nut 7 and the elastic component 6 as a novel coupling mechanism to be self-locking and easy locking release. The present
invention could be a different approach comparing with QLF QMA/QN structure that is widely accepted by the industry. This new invention could be quick adapted to various common interface types, like SMA, TNC, N and so on, without any change in female connector, often used in the cabinet, the antenna feedback systems, and the base station antennas, and can be used in communication equipments, test and measurement, medical equipments. Compared with the SNAP-N interface which needs a special female structure to connect with, the present invention has a broader application scope and a lower cost.

To sum up, the quick self-locking thread coupling interface connector mechanism of the present invention is designed skillfully, has a concise structure, maintains the merits of the traditional coupling mechanism, applies to the thread connecting ends of the existing female connectors, and has the characteristics of connecting quickly and easily, broad application scope, easy to promote and low use cost, therefore the present invention is suitable for large-scale popularization.

In the present specification, the present invention has been described according to the particular embodiments. But it is obvious that these embodiments can be modified or changed without departure from the spirit and scope of the present invention. Therefore, the specification and drawings described above are exemplary only and not intended to be limiting.
Claims

I claim:

1. A quick self-locking thread coupling interface connector mechanism, comprising an inner contact, an insulator and an outer contact, the inner contact being inside the insulator, the insulator being inside the outer contact, characterized in that, the quick self-locking thread coupling interface connector mechanism further comprises an elastic claw, a cable connector body, an elastic component, a coupling nut and a push nut, the coupling nut has at least one convex tooth and a first protruding part on the inner side, the elastic claw has declining slots whose number is same to that of the convex teeth, a second protruding part and thread are provided on the outer side and the inner side of the elastic claw respectively, the outer contact and the cable connector body are connected fixedly, the elastic claw surrounds rotatably outside the outer contact and is limited axially at the left end by the outer contact, the push nut surrounds outside the cable connector body and is limited axially at the right end by the cable connector body, the elastic component is located between the elastic claw and the push nut and props against the elastic claw and the push nut respectively, the coupling nut surrounds outside the elastic claw and is connected fixedly with the push nut, the convex teeth are within the declining slots respectively, and the second protruding part is located at the left side of the first protruding part.

2. The quick self-locking thread coupling interface connector mechanism according to claim 1, wherein the elastic component is a spring.

3. The quick self-locking thread coupling interface connector mechanism according to claim 1, wherein the outer contact and the cable connector body are connected in interference press-fit connection.

4. The quick self-locking thread coupling interface connector mechanism according to claim 1, wherein the coupling nut and the push nut are connected in interference press-fit connection.

5. The quick self-locking thread coupling interface connector mechanism according to claim 1, wherein the elastic claw props against the coupling nut.

6. The quick self-locking thread coupling interface connector mechanism according to claim 1, wherein the number of the convex teeth is 6, the number of the declining slots is 6, or the number of the convex teeth is 10, and the number of the declining slots is 10.

7. The quick self-locking thread coupling interface connector mechanism according to claim 1, wherein the elastic claw comprises a base and several spring fingers extending from the base,
the declining slots are located between two of the spring fingers respectively, the second
protruding part and the thread are provided on the outer side and the inner side of the spring
fingers respectively, the base surrounds rotatably outside the outer contact and is limited axially
at the left end by the outer contact, the elastic component is located between the base and the
push nut and props against the base and the push nut respectively.
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